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Structure and Historic District 
There are two types of landmark designations in Denver:  Landmark Structures and Historic Districts.  Diferent application forms and fees apply to 
these two types of designations.  Landmark Preservation staf will help applicants determine whether a potential landmark designation qualifes as a 
Historic District or a Structure.  If it is unclear or there is disagreement as to which application types applies, the Landmark Preservation Commission 
will make the fnal decision. 

In determining whether a site qualifes for landmark designation as a Landmark Structure or Historic District, applicants should follow the defnitions 
and guidance provided below. 

For purposes of landmark designation, a STRUCTURE is defned as one or more of the following: 

• A primary historic building and any closely associated accessory structures such as garages, sheds, barns, etc.  The primary structure and 
accessory structures can be located on the same or separate legal parcels; 

• A series of attached structures or subcomponents joined by shared party walls or structural components, and which are unified in origi-
nal design intent and construction; 

• Structures other than buildings, such as pavilions, grain elevators, canals and bridges, as well as objects such as fountains, monuments 
and statuary. 

Landmark designation typically applies to a legal parcel(s) of land rather than to building footprints.  The buildings on the designated parcel(s) should 
be intact and free-standing (or have the ability to be free-standing if there are shared party walls).  If a singular structure spans more than one legal 
parcel of land, then the designation application should cover all of the applicable parcels.  

Examples: A single commercial building on one legal parcel; an individual house with carriage house on same land parcel; a large historic school with 
detached classroom building on same parcel of land; a main house on one parcel with corresponding garage and barn on second land parcel; a rowhouse 
comprised of fve units; a stand-alone statue on a small triangle of public right-of-way. 

Example of primary 
historic structure with 
accessory structure 
on one parcel of land. 

parcel boundary - 

The landmark 
designation for 
the Tramway Cable 
Building at 1801 
Lawrence Street 
applies to the entire 
20,000 square 
foot parcel of land 
encompassing 
this structure Example of primary historic structure with accessory 

structures spanning multiple parcels of land 
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